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AN EVALUATION MODEL FOR THE DEFINITION OF REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS ON SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING SYSTEMS

I• Introduction

a) Spain Licensing Process Aspects.

Within the frame of the Spanish Licensing Review and

evaluation process both new and old facilities necessitate at -

this time an evaluation of the spent fuel pool cooling system,

SFPCS.

For new plants, the issue of the "Provisional Operating L^

cense" (permiso de explotaci6n provisional, P.E.D) require it,

and if spent fuel racks will be used for early fresh fuel storage,

it seems additionally reasonable to perform the evaluation befo

re granting the "Fuel Storage Permission", also required in our

regulations .

For old plants, world reprocessing policies provided strong

incentive for increase of storage capabilities. Changes in regu-

lations since the time of startup made it convenient to implement

the new standarts before allowing the facilities to continue op^

ration with more spent fuel stored. This implementation is also

consistent with the philosophy for the issue of the "Definitive

Operating License" (permiso de explotaci6n definitivo, P.E.D),

In some cases, fuel transportation and reprocessing constraints

pushed this subject with urgency.

b) Diversity of installations. Independent facilities.

Although the basic design principles are the same, the

re is considerable scattering in the way of implementing them in

the whole spectrum of old-to-new facilities. On the other hand,

prospects for future construction of an independent storage ins-

tallation, additionally diversify the technical solution of the

cooling problems. Such diversity necessitates practical evalua-

tion guidelines beyond those included in the regulations comented

below. In particular, the demostration of quantitative cri-
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teria that usually determine the software requirements on the sys

tern, i.e. its operational limitations, ougth to be carefully de-

fined and applied.

Urgency, unified treatment and unambiguous interpretation

of cuantitative aspects of the regulations, were then claims for

the development of a cuantitative licensing evaluation model.

II. Mayor Design Factors. Interfases and Operational Implica-

tions .

The areas of concern ar<$ interrelated through the following

design considerations:

a) Main process variables.

They are the allowable average and outlet pool tempera

tures, T4vJ , T0lij- , and allowable pool levels under normal, ab-

normal and accident situations. The regulatory limits in these

process variables place funtional requirements on the SFPCS com-

ponents and are the logic flow starting points of licensing action.

All of them , however, will be based upon maintenance of

the gene al radiation and exposure limits of the radiological prc>

tection regulations (1OCFR2O-1OO and Appendix I to 1OCFR5O in the
2

U.S.A. regulations context). Note that fuel temperatures are not

included, because they impact the rack design rather than the spent

fuel pool cooling system. Interfases between both should anyway be

assessed.

b) Relevant Items.

The limits before, will force attention to the follo-

wing items:

Process variable limits originate the "barrier protection" whi

le radiation and exposure limits originate the "radiological

protection" as defined in reference 3«
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i) Limit the maximum decay heat loads (peak design type)

ii) Ensure reliability of the cooling system components

iii) Ensure protective measures

iv) Ensure initial conditions of transients

v) Ensure power supply, the intermediate cooling (like compo-

nent cooling system) operation and the ultimate heat sink

c) Design parameters and characteristics associated to

each item.

They include:

i) Cooling times before fuel discharge, tA , time to discharge,

to, number of fuel elements, N±, per discharged batch i and

its operational history, :V i_l , as planned in advance in fuel

management schemes,with irradiation time T£*

ii) Number and arrangement of spent fuel cooling pumps and heat

exchangers, pipe arrangements and flow derivations to other

related systems (cleanup), backup and protective systems cori

nections, primary and secondary water source reliability as

well as its associated software like primary, G, and seconda
ry> Gs, heat exchanger flows, and coefficients, U, and surfa

ces, A, of exchangers heat transmission.

iii) Backup and redundant cooling and make-up systems, its associa

ted software including times to perform required connections

(for non-permanently installed systems), make-up system capa-

cities and the availability of those systems for spent fuel

cooling purposesj component safety classificationj instrumen-

tation for pool level and temperature measurements and its sâ

fety cualification, including detector locations and measure

mecanisms.

iv) In-service inspection of pipes, frecuency of temperature rea-

dings, control room indications, minimum and maximum cooling

flow maintained and standby systems maintenance.

v) Time to start emergency power supply under loss of off-site po

wer conditions, water sources and mecanisms for assuring a ma

ximum value of secondary side water temperature and cooling
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flow, including capacity of this system for SFPCS purposes.

d) Operational implications.

i) Possible delays in reloads or constraints in reload operations

ii) Monitoring and instrumentation requirements

iii) Need for standby systems maintenance

iv) Power supply requirements

v) Some limitations on reload schedules, amount of fuel discha£

ged and fuel management schemes.

vi) Constraints on operations with defective fuel

vii) Lack of confortability of pool operations

III Regulatory Requirements

Because most of the Spanish plants are NSSS-U.S.A. techno

logy, coherence of the integral design recommends the use of the

american standarts as a reference for any internal position. This

section is then devoted to a) review different U.S.A. positions,

in as far as we know them, both from industry and regulatory sour

ces b) show the difficulties of clarifying differences and poten-

tial contradictions in particular aspects, and c) propose a posi-

tion for internal use within the JEN Nuclear Safety Department.

a) Review of U.S.A regulatory and industry safety barrier

criteria.

In this paper we will only deal with the second barrier,

i.e. the pool water, because it is the relevant one for SFPCS de

sign. Emphasis will be in process variable quantitative limita-

tions under different classes of events, limitations considered

as sufficient second barrier safety criteria.Without a clear-cut

position on any cuantitative limit, detailed calculations for de

monstrating compliance may be meaningless.

Table I shows design limits from the most commonly quoted

regulatory and industry sources. Both, event classification and

requirements are different and there are also differences within

closely related sources. Important questions like whether or not
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the SFPCS should be seismically designed are differently answered.

Also requirements for alternate cooling availability remain un-

clear. The actual application of the different positions is hard

to track and we have found examples of all of them without appa-

rent reasons for its selection. We do consider such a situation

just a simple, not very important, example of the difficulties of

"importing regulations" in parallel with imported technologies.

Note that no european regulations have been added to the list, a

fact that will however become necessary with other foreign plants.

b) Implications.

As mentioned in ref. 3 some kind of logic flow is requi

red in these cases for finding an useful approach to assimilate

the experience contained in the available standarts, minimizing

the risk of false interpretations. The importance of event
3

fication and associated exposure and radiation limits was there

emphasized and has been reflected for this particular case in ta

ble I.

To show an example, consider an event like the rupture of

the cooling system inlet pipe within the pool (Fig. l). Such an
i 4

event may be classified as condition III within the AHSI-210 -

terminology (actually pipe and tank leakages are mentioned in the

examples given in the guide), but should be considered an abnor-

mal event within the GDC classification. Exposure and radiation

limits are then 10CFR100 and 10CFR20 respectively. The "minimum

shielding water depth" design requirement should then be also dî

fferent, although this is unclarified in ANSI-21O . As a result

Note that the rupture may be inadvertent for long times unless

appropiate in-service inspection is considered.

A possible interpretation is to maintain "emergency condition lî

mits of 10CFR20" rather than "normal condition limits" suita-

ble for condition II.
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pool boiling could be allowed in the first case but not in the sei

cond. Because this event introduce large axial temperature gra-

dients, T w and Tovtt are different, the concept of level may be

jeopardized and both the measured level and temperatures will de_

pend on the type of measurement. To comply with GDC criteria, addî

tional constraints on initial pool temperatures, pipe in-service

inspeccion, temperature detectors alarm set point and temperature

and level measure-mecanism requirements may be needed, constraints

that will not pressumably be necessary to demostrate compliance -

with ANSI-21O. Similar tilings may be said about the "loss of non-

category I portions of the SFPCS" also classified as condition III

in ANSI-210 which involve requirements on alternate seismic coo-

ling systems.

c) Proposed position.

Our proposed position was adopted with a view to main-

tain the GDC classification and associated requirements and to ijn

elude interesting features incorporated in the more modern ANSI-

210 in those aspects where different regulatory interpretations

have been observed. The position is shown in table II.

We have distinguished between Ta and T.^ limits becau-

se essential equipment like pool walls concrete (T ) and clea-

nup system resins (TOut ) should work within its design limits. The

1502F, 1402F figures are used for both purposes in ANSI-210 and -

the Standart Review Plan (SRP), although the second limit usua-

lly implies the maintenance of the first. The 1252F limitation is

not a requirement, as mentioned in ref. 6, but a "nice to have"

for confort reasons. In the case of transients, it is important

to take into account the difference between Tav, and T v t , espe-

cially when the latter is the only one measured and alarmed.

The requirement "not to allow boiling under condition II

events with corrective measures single-active-failure proven" ser

ves to clarify the degree of alternate cooling and redundancy of

the SFPCS that may be needed, as well as the acceptability of the
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required connection operations.

As an example, consider two arrangements with one operating

pump, A, and a redundant pump, B, respectively "on line" or "ma-

nually connected" and assume the anticipated operational occurren

ce resulting from a failure in the"A"pumpj under normal heat load

conditions. Xn the latter, the operator need to "start" pump B,

operation that will require a certain time. Now, a failure of

this corrective measure should be assumed and a third alternate

cooling means should prevent boiling. The same but shorter sequen

ce will be followed in the "on-line" system, reducing its alter-

nate cooling capacity needs.

Assume now the on-line system under maximum heat load con-

ditions with both pumps operating and the same event. Because the

other pump continue to run, is not a corrective measure, need not

to be failed and may be enough to prevent boiling. This is not

the case of the other system, that should be subjected to the sa

me sequence before, now with maximum heat load conditions, increji

sing much more the requirements on alternate cooling.

In the same way, the reliability requirement of SRP relati

ve to loss of offsite-power, is also clarified with this crite-

rion, provided loss of off-site power is classified as an antici.

pated event (example of condition II event mentioned in ANSI-210).

Finally, in the case of accidents where site evacuation is

assumed, alternate cooling is not required (1OCFR2O is not perti-

nent) but connection of the make-up system should be made before

boiling (with allowance for additional single failure) and the ma

ke-up system capacity will be judged requiring the fuel to remain

covered assuming the replacement of all of the evaporated water.

Usually, off-site dosis are not a problem from a radiological -

stand point.
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IV Evaluation Model

a) Basic Equations.

The model has been developed to account for all of the

event conditions (normal, anticipated operational and accidents).

Figs. 1 and 2 show the basic approach. An axial convection (Fig 2)

or conduction (Fig l) model is used for relating "£„. and X~t. '

Also the "uniform pool temperature" assumption (which implies

T>t•" vut^ i
s available as an option.

Then, the overall energy equation of the pool (see Fig.1,2)

it -

was shown in the course of our study9 to have a general solution of

the form

where the terms of the rigth side mean the heat-exchanger and pool

mass cooling effect on the initial temperature ; Te . and additional

heat load £':\ , The conservative assumption of a short fuel as

compared to the pool level has been made in eq 2

The Green funtion Sj.Z-k) represent the impact on fj,.,-

at time t of a heat load unit per unit mass deposited at the

ground pool floor at time £ , with the pool initially at the

heat sink reference temperature 7^ . The 3, function is specific

of a given cooling system, it is different for each event type

(heat exchanger or pump failures, raptures of the type of Fig. 1

etc.) and is used to compare different cooling system designs. Ty_

pical examples are shown in Fig. 3 for single events and in Fig 4

for a sequence of them.
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Fission products decay loads (*' are calculated' according to

£

for a discharge of X fuel batches that have been irradiated with

a power history 'S'^t ' * per batch. The universal function »:'-->

is the decay heat produced at time t by each fission power unit

generated at time I' . It is related to the -~- function of AN

8 n 7 -
SI-5.1 and A.P.S.B 9.2 technical position of SRP through

In fact, eq 3 reduces to the standart approach for constant ope

rating histories.

In calculating Q, some care should be exercised with the

iL(.
t) used, to take into account that central fuel elements ope

rate at a different power than peripheral ones. As it is well

known, for short cooling times only the last portion of the ope-

ic.tj.ng history is relevant, and discharged fuel tend to operate

its last cycle in central positions.

If boiling is reached at time tjj the level changes accor-

ding to

t

\ I— f »* I .1 - 13 1

where ''•i.^ is the amount of energy absorbed per evaporated water

mass unit, \v't) iS the water addition rate capacity at time t

of the make-up system and Lo is the initial level, as stated in

the technical specifications, necessary to assure the "minimum

(*) Heavy elements contribution is treated in the standart .way (5).
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shielding water depth" requirements for normal operating condi-

tions .

The heat-exchanger type and behavior is also incorporated

into the model through the expression,

L'fli-f-U
(Parallel Flow) )6-a)

(Counter Flow) 6-bJ

&c?
which follows directly from the classical logaritmic approach for

heat exchangers of constant heat transfer UA coefficients. The

usual corrections for accounting deviations from this non-

realistic model are applied to the UA factors,

A code has been written to implement these equations into

an automatic numerical scheme, and an evaluation procedure is being

implemented to perform the numerical aspects of the SFPCS safety

review in an unified way.

b) Calculation of maximum temperatures: and temperature

delays.

To clarify the content of eq. 2, mayor contribution of

this paper, consider a "two-ramp" decay heat load as shown in

Fig. 5«a. It is simple to show that under the assumption of "axia-

lly uniform pool temperatures", i.e.

eq. 1 implies that the maximum temperature (see Fig. 5-b)
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i) is enveloped by the curve (see Fig.

ii) is reached with a delay A > relative to the time Cn at which

is maximum. This delay is due to the pool mass "temperatu

re inertia" effect. In fact when the mass is very small, &i.d gi-

ves i.e.

T... = X t

which is the "static" approximation used by some authors that

conservatively neglect the pool effect.

Q

It has also been found that i) and ii) remain valid in the

forced convection case provided the approximation

is reasonable, but the predictions for A are different and less

conservative than for the uniform model. In fact the effect of pool

mass on the delay A is well approximated by

iioi

with

For the uniform model

For the convection model
2L"

* Actually these^ conclusions are valid for any type of heat load

in the uniform model.



and X is weakly dependent on j£ s essentially dependent of the

"shape" of the heat load ramps and independent of the pool mass.

.It is concluded from Fig. 7 that for large \ values ("Socd"

heat-exchanger cooling) the difference between the uniform

and convection models is higher and for large J_ values ("sharp"

heat load shapes i.e. short discharge and cooling times) the de-

lay is larger.

Delay times range from a few hours to a few days and decrea

se the maximum temperature by up to ten percent (in some cases) of

the "static" values of eq 8 which remains a reasonable approach

in many cases. Note that although these conclusions are only for

"two ramp" heat loads, they are a very good approximation because

it is very possible to approximate with "two ramp" shapes the a£

tual heat loads (see Fig 6) until the maximum temperature is rea-

ched .

Figs. 8, 9» 10 show some transient results for normal con

ditions and two-ramp heat-loads.

From a licensing point of view the interest of eq. 10 is

in determinig alarm set-points f6f? stopping the discharge, taking

into account the expected additional temperature increase.

From a design point cf view credit for the reduction in

max~T. due to the delays may be used to alleviate the cooling

system requirements, because design heat loads are rarely appro<i

ched and normal margins are very high (peak design type),

c) Examples of transient temperature results.

The figures following Fig. 10 show some of the results obtained

with the evaluation code PISCAL. They represent normal and off-nor

mal conditions under the heat loads presented in Fig. 6.
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As may be seen, for normal conditions the difference

between Tavg and Tou^ can be substantial. For off-normal condi-

tions, the key parameter is the time before boiling. It turns out

that a. condition II event, like a "one of two pumps failure" may

be more limiting than a loss of all pool cooling if sufficient -

make-up capacity is available.

The "rupture of inlet pipe" event, is still being under

study to include effects of natural convection. It should be noted,

however, in the context of this paper, that the natural convection

in the pool is of "enclosed type" around the fuel, and the water

mass "affected" by the fenomenon changes with time. This justifies

not to include it (conservative) in normal conditions, from the —

point of view of SFPCS. But for an abnormal event like this rup-

ture, we need more study.

In some cases, we will need to consider the effects of

loss of pool water. We are implementing for this purpose the techno^

ques of Ref. 12.

V. Comments and Conclusions

a) Comments.

The general problems of the safety evaluation of nuclear insta-

llations in Spain have been described in Ref. 10. The sections be-

fore have detailed some of them for our particular system, like -

the difficulties of "importing regulations" and the necessity of

developing clearly stated regulatory positions.. Other aspects of

interest will be commented here.
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The concept of a "reference plant" evaluation method, as

commonly understood, is only useful, when applied to the SFPCS,

in minor secondary points like comparing safety classification

component tables, type of equipment supplied and similar "hard-

ware" aspects. For the software, where "numbers" are of interest,

the concept is only meaningful if it is understood in a sophisti-

cated way, namely, the comparison of a certain "key parameter list"

with stated conservative directions. But, how to prepare such a

J\st, without a deep generic study on the subject? and if such a

study is not generated indoor, how to apply the list without a

"dangerous" and maybe impossible interpretation of the conclusions

of "foreign generic studies" never sufficiently detailed and most;

ly unavaiJ > :jle?

In fact, in developing the evaluation model of section IV,

we found interesting parameter combinations to make a reasonable

comparison, like the "beta functions" of the cooling systems, but

we. doubt of anybody that could judge on the basis of a "key list"

without knowing details of the evaluation model. For instance, -

different heat loads could clearly counteract any advantage in

"beta functions".

Actually, what is understood by "independent verification"

(as the application of the evaluation model), turns out to be the

same as this sophisticated interpretation of the "reference ins-

tallation" . It is our experience that more than the comparisons

with "other's calculations" is the intercomparison between "dif-

ferent installations calculations", what gives a basis for judge-

ments that, at the end, should be flexible and more cualitative

than rigidly cuantitative.

In summary, by developing the model it is possible to "ra-

tionalize" the engineering judgement that is essential to licen-

sing action. This also puts in perspective the relative value of

numerical analysis which shoud never be overemphasized.
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From the point of view of planning and organisation, it is

important to quote that the development of a generic study in this

relatively minor problem, took about six months-men effort, that

were made under assignement to a particular installation because

our organization do not recognize yet 1he need for generic studies.

However with the aid of the study we estimate now two weeks, at

most, in performing an application to a particular plant.

Finally, we consider essential to contact owners and sup-

pliers and discuss with them the implication of any licensing ac-

tion. In many cases, particular details of an installation make

"unreasonable" a decision that would be otherwise a logic conclu-

sion of the safety philosophy. From this point of view and contra-

ry to what happens in NSSS related, tasks, we have not found any -

problem and the channel communications were good enough.

b) Conclusions.

An evaluation model has been presented for establishing

regulatory requirements in the SFPCS system. The mayor design fa£

tors, regulatory and design limits and key parameters have been -

discussed. A regulatory position for internal use has been propo-

sed. An associated numerical model has been developed, the salient

features of which have been shown. A simple formula for calcula-

ting temperature delays and maximum temperatures under normal con

ditions was presented. Finally, associated problems and experience

were discussed.
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T A II I IS I ( I o f 3)

SUMHAHY PI ' U.S.A. RLC1IIATIIHY AND INDUSTRY REO.UI'n-MENTS Ri:i.ATU> TO SITCS

* INDICATE SOME AMOUNT OF INTERPRETATION AODCI) H I Till- WOltIM Nil

SOURCE AND DATE

Standart

review

plant

(SRP)

from

rev o (FefJ97S)

up to
rev 3 (1979)

and

10CI-K50 ap.A

general design

cr i ter ions

( CDC )

APPLICABILITY

Light

water

plants

after ,

1975.
(Depend i ng

on
revision)

EV ENT C I.ASS 1 I'ICATTON

Normal C o n d i t i o n s

(NC)

1 1 . . . Expected necejj
saij- maiioeuverings"

Antic ipated occurrences
(AOO)

".. .Incidents occurring
oilce in the plant l i -
f e . . . "

Accidents
(AC)

11 P o s t u l a t e d . . . "

1 1«* LIMITS

•
[,<14OSF

one coo l ing
train
normal heat

( load
T <140«F

two cooling
trains
maximum heat
loads

(heat loads cal
ciliated with
DTP AI'SU 9-2)

Nome

foiling allo
wed?

LEVEL LIMITS

Maintain iOCHt-2O
Exposure and r a d i a -
t i an tiiui ta

(0.12^! f a i l e d fiiel)*
and "specif ied acccji
table fuel design
l imits"

1

I

MAINTAIN 10CIK-20
Exposure and radia-
tion l i m i t s

(1* failed fuel)*
and "specified acceji
table fuel design
limits"

Keg.-guide 1.13
Fuel remain covered
maintain IOC IK 100
off - s i te exposure
anil radiatitm limits

REi.iAiui.rrr RBOUIRIWENTS («"•••{ «„„„,„„,.
OF PROTECTIVE MEASURES | or} S 0 M M I M r s

I'SAR • B used
f

la.j^ 1SO»F Maximum lieu I load two
cooling trains

ii.. < 12S0p Normal heat load one
cooling train

Accepted by NKC reviewers (prior to l')7<i)

"Suitable reduudaucy of components so
that safety functions ran be perfor-
med assuming single active failure of
a component, coincident with 1 lie loss
of al l of f - s i te pow.ji"

Endorses Reg. guide 1.29 that requires
"nccessary portions for cooling decay
heat to be seismic" (enforc.ed by re-
viewers until 1977)
S FPCS por t i ons se i sin i c



T A l> I. B I ( 2 o f 3)

SIIMMAKV OF U . S . A . KE(iUI.ATOKY AND INOUSTUY REQUIREMENTS KIXATIl) T ( ) SKI'CS

SOURCE AND DATE ArTLICAIll LITY EVENT CLASSIFICATION LIMITS LEVEL LIMITS RIXIABILITY RKOIIIRIMENTS fund/
OF rRCTECTIVE MEASURES i -I

COMMENTS

ANSI-N2IO

(1976)

REVISION O

LIliMT

WATGK

I'LANTS

A FT I *

Cumli tioii I

"... Are operations
expected frurueutly
or regularly ...ll

Personnel con fort
LimiIs of easeu-
t i a 1 ei ni I pmen I

I
Limits of inatiu
meuts

T\ I 5OBF at ful l
storage

MIIIIHUIM shieldliiK
depth.Allow fuel
hand11ng.Ma In taIn
KM:IK20 with4 0 .1*
fuel leakage
(2.S wiem/hf)

They ate in i t ia l conditions lor
other events

Condition 11
"... Include ii
... which may occur
during a calendar
year"

Minimum shielding
depth. Al low fuel
haiidling.Maiutain
10CFK20 with*
0.2 5* fuel! lea-
kage

Single active failure
Different terminology and defini-
tions than in CDC

Condi tl on III

* . •. Include incidents
... which way occur
during the lifetime11

Uoiiing
allowed?

Minimum shielding
rliipth (unspeci-
fied ??) allow fuel
handling maintain
IOC IK 100

(100«li)

Single active failure

CDC requires 1OCFK20.

SFI'CS Safety
class 3

(article n?t-U)
but exceptuaLed I! in article

Condition IV

" • •. .ire f aul ts nor ex
peeled ... hut postu-
lated. . ."

Dot H u g
allowed
as an

alternative

Mlulnum depth for
fuel heat trans-
fer, M a' I'tuiii
IOC FK100

Single failure. Safety class 3

Redundancy, seismic category T
(if protecting SSE, 0I1E)
An alternative allows SFCS not
to he seismic



T A B L E I ( 3 « f 3)

SUMHARV 1)1 U.S.A. REtiULATORÏ AND INDUSTRY REOUIRIMISNI'S RELATE» Tö S1PCS

SOURCE AND DATE

International
storage meeting
(NRC sponsored)

(1977)
W. llntlci- l ec-
ture

(NRC)

Same meeting
" Proposed position
for review and ac
cept.ance..."
D. Elseuhut lec-
ture

(NRC)

Euviromental im
l>uct statement

(NRC)
August 1979

AITI.lCAItll.ITY

Moillfi'ixg

Existing

Fad II t i e s

Unknown

Design bas is

not regula-

tory icqu i -

romenIs

EVEN! CLASSIFICATION

Endorsee ANS 1-210

Do not ta lk about

A O 0 events

Same

aa

SRI'

LIMITS

Endorses ANSI-
2IO

but
W 1S02F

not
Lj< ISO»F

Endorses ANS1-
210 except

Ti.j< 140SF

(SRP)

140-1 so«Fwitli
normal coo l ing

125SF not a
requireMent

LEVEL LIMITS

Endorses ANS I-210
With tlie " » o i l i n g
alloweii" alternati-
ve

Uoillui; nnt' alltvsiS
Alternate cooliiiK

rei|iiired under acci
dents

RKMAniLirr REUIIIRIMENTS .and ..„„„„„..,.„
OF rkortciivE MI-ASIIRIH J orj

It i s considered to represent actual
practice within NKC review process
(heat loads calculated with APSI1-9-2
tech|iical position ol° SKi")

Status Unknown

Suggest tec-spec on I.empeiaLuie l i -
ai t» .
Sei sale Ity of alternate cooling im-
plic i t ly required (makeup nnt Men-
tioned)

SFPCS components

Classified as "seismic category 2"??

ANSI-210 and SRP endorsements refe-
rred simultaneously



T M l L E 1 1

litOI'OSGD INTINNAI. POSITION ( J . E . N . )

Ai'l'l.lCAMlLITY

LIMIT

WATER

TLANTS

EVENT CLASSIFICATION

Normal c o n d i t i o n s

" . . . operations expected

frecuently or regularly. . ."

•

Abnormal conditions

". . . incidents expected to

occur once In the l i f e of

the p l a n t . . . "

Aocl dents

"»«• faults not expected

to occur liul; postulated. . . "

Ci.j LIMITS

< ISt'f One

1 cool Ing t ra in .

[Normal heat load.

t IS«'F Two

jcoollng trains.

[Maxlmuni heat load.

Limits of instru-
ments.
Limits of essential
enuepment.

noilIng

allowed

Xnf LIMITS

M

i«F

Due cooling tra in.

Normal heat load.

Two cooling trafin

Maximum heat load.

'wo cooling trains

and normal heat

load

(not str ic t ly re -

quired but Hnlce

to have")

I.HVF.L LIMITS

Maintain minimum

shielding tlepth

(with O, 12* of fuel

1eakage) within

lHCHt-20

exposure l lmita

(2,5 airem/hour)

•1 lovftng for fuel

handling movements

Maintain mlnimnn

shielding depth

with additional 1%

f n f l fa i lures and lni_

t i a l O,12* fuel f a l l u

res Hi thin 1OCFR-2O

exposure l imits (2,5

mvfm/hmir)

allowing for i n i t i a l

fuel handling movements

Maintain Hie i iel cove-
red, and radiation and
exposure within IO t'FK-
lOU l imits with I n i t i a l
minimum water rdiieldiiij
deptl. as in normal cond
t.ionn.

RT.I.lAIUI.ITT KEQIIIKKMKNTS
OF ntirriic-rive MEASUHKS

i

Corrective measure

able to perform Its

safety function In-

cluding single active

failure. Safety class 3

required.

Corrective measure able

to perform Its safety

function Including single

failure. Seismic category

1 required i f protecting

SflE, '«DE, conseiptencps.

Surety clann 1 rfcjiilroil
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G = 5 x I 0 4 Kg /hr M= 5xlOS Kg /hr Q~ 5x I0 5 Kcol /hr

Q,=5xlO2 Kcal/hr K= 1/3 To - TR= 7 ° C T0=23°C
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FIG.9.-.N0RMAL ^DISCHARGE (RESPONSE TO A RAMP Qo-Q, t )
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